HOW TO UPGRADE AN ELECTRICAL SERVICE IN AN EXISTING HOME ABOVE 100A AND BELOW 300A
PROCESS AS OF MAY 26, 2015

Customer applies for an electrical permit on
the city’s online application site. Access to this
site can be found at the following address:
https://ecom.lethbridge.ca/eapply/

The electrical contractor
performing the service upgrade
contacts the electric operations
department requesting that the
service be de-energized

An automatic notification of the permit request is
received by the electric department, and the electric
department reviews the request and assesses the
facilities at the service location to determine the ability
to handle the additional load. If the facilities can
handle the additional load, approval is made in the
system and a notification is sent to the customer that
they are able to obtain the electrical permit. If the
facilities cannot handle the load the permit process
may need to wait until improvements are made at the
site. Once improvements are made approval of the
permit application will be made in the system

The electrical
department deenergizes the
electrical panel

The electrical
contractor upgrades
the panel and
electrical equipment

If the flat upgrade fee of $600 + GST
is applicable*, the customer will be
required to pay the fees online prior
to receiving the electrical permit

Final electrical
inspection is
passed

Panel is
energized

Notes:
In this process, the electrical contractor may act as the customer and apply
for the permit online, paying the necessary fees to obtain the permit.
For upgrade requests at 300A or higher, application to the electric
department must be made directly by sending an e-mail to
electricdesign@lethbridge.ca.

- Electrician actions

* Upgrade fees are based on the location of the request.
Areas constructed within the last few years have been
designed for higher loading and typically do not require
upgrades to the system. Older areas that were designed for
smaller loads require a greater amount of changes to handle
the load increase and thus require the fees.

- Customer actions

- City actions

